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O

ur food system has been disrupted. Shopping at a grocery store during the COVID-19 pandemic is not a pleasant experience, and, for some of the most vulnerable, it can be outright
dangerous. It may become worse. How long will supply chain disruptions continue and what
are upcoming challenges? From illness in the fields where agricultural workers pick our food and the
closing of food processing facilities to the threat that trucking lanes may be shut down, the possibilities
seem real right now. According to Zippy Duvall, president of the American Farm Bureau Federation,
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There’s a lot of things that happen to the
food before it gets to the consumer,
whether it be in processing or transportation. If this thing was to get worse, what
problems come along with that? None of
us really know. (Shroetenborer, 2020,
para. 4)
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How will we feed ourselves?
There has been a spike in interest in local food,
and corresponding growth in the number of local
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food options (Low et al., 2015; U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA], 2017). But, despite a growing
demand for fresh, local food via community supported agriculture (CSA) shares, farmers markets, farm
stands, and, yes, mail order, few Americans participate in the local food system. In Vermont, often
looked to as a leader in local food systems, local food purchasing increased to 6.9% in 2014 (US$189
million) compared to 5% in 2010 (Carter, 2017). Nationally, the USDA has reported that farms with
local food sales represent 7.8% of U.S. farms, and local food sales account for an estimated 1.5% of the
value of U.S. agricultural production (Low et al., 2015). But those figures include sales to institutions
such as schools and restaurants, both functionally out of business due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The pandemic, which is threatening not only human health but also the health of businesses,
including farms large and small, has led, at least anecdotally, to both a business model change by farmers
and a behavioral change by consumers. With restaurants and schools closed, American consumers are
clearing grocery shelves faster than our industrial food system can keep up (Johnson, 2020). People are
eating at home, which means more food in homes. Reports from around the country indicate that
consumers are changing not only where they eat, but where they buy their food. For some farmers, this
is a bright spot in the agricultural industry, even as we see some farms struggling (Yaffey-Bellany &
Corkery, 2020). If changes in buying and eating habits persist beyond the pandemic, we may see hope for
the expansion of local food systems. Indeed, a larger change in the way most Americans buy food has
been needed to move local and regional food systems forward.
Three years ago, our team from the University of Vermont, The Evergreen State College,
Washington State University, and University of California Cooperative Extension were awarded a grant
aimed at getting fresh local foods to people who are unable or unwilling to participate in the local fresh
food system. Whether they found it unaffordable, that those markets “weren’t their people,” or more
inconvenient, we hypothesized that there must be a better way to provide access to fresh, local food to
consumers, while supporting farmers and small local retailers. The Farm Fresh Food Box (F3B) project
was born.
It had been several years in the making. Why not take the best of a CSA and make it “not a
mandatory subscription”? What if farmers without enough to wholesale but an abundance of produce
had a new place to sell it? What if this produce were available at local grocers in the community where
consumers already shopped? We knew there would be some challenges. How do you develop
farmer/retailer pairings that worked? Would consumers buy a box of produce at a reasonable price when
they could not choose the exact contents?
Our team of researchers, Cooperative Extension educators, and students have provided solid
support for the concept (Chase et al., 2017; Chase et al., 2019; Kolodinsky, 2017; Kolodinsky et al., 2019;
Sitaker et al., 2017; Sitaker et al., 2018; Sitaker, McGuirt, Wang, Kolodinsky, & Seguin, 2019; Smith et al.,
2017; Smith, Greco, Van Soelen Kim, Sitaker, & Kolodinsky, 2018; Smith, Wang, Chase, Estrin, & Van
Soelen Kim, 2019; Van Soelen Kim et al., 2019). The model can work. Farmers earned a bit more
income and did not have to staff a farmers market or be around for consumers to come to their farm.
Small grocery and convenience store retailers potentially can sell more of other goods when consumers
pick up their Farm Fresh Food Box. And, consumers were happy with the quality of the produce in the
box.
While the consumers who purchased Farm Fresh Food Boxes were very pleased, this innovation in
getting more fresh food to more people did not seem to take off. The number of boxes sold during the
pilot was relatively small: 800 over two years in seven locations in three states. While Farm Fresh Food
Boxes were less expensive than farmers market produce, the box came without choice and had to be preordered. These barriers seem to be higher than the benefits of obtaining fresh produce and supporting
the local economy. If consumers do not see a relative advantage, they will not buy.
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But our world has become unhinged. Going to a supermarket and buying the produce from open
shelves is no longer the convenient, “cheap” alternative. Local farms have come to the rescue in all three
of the states where our project was implemented (Crampton, 2020; Northwest Harvest, 2020; Schmidt et
al., 2020; Vermont Land Trust, 2020). CSA shares have surged, and some farm stands and farmers
markets report skyrocketing sales (Ricker & Kardas-Nelson, 2020). National Farm to School partners are
incorporating local food into emergency feeding programs, especially when existing relationships
between schools and producers are already strong (Harris & Stephens, 2020).
When the COVID-19 pandemic is over and citizens return to a new normal, maybe that normal will
include purchasing already boxed produce from trusted, local farmers sold through local grocers. Not
only might people have access to fresher, local food, they will also be supporting their local farmers and
contributing to the resilience of our food system. Even some proponents of industrial food and large
scale production have stepped back. “To prepare for future disasters we might want to encourage food
companies to have five or six food processing plants scattered around the countryside, rather than one
giant regional plant,” says Jayson Lusk, an agricultural economist at Purdue University (Johnson, 2020,
“What does this stress test tell us,” para. 2). That sounds hopeful in our current state of disarray and fear.
Local farms are pivoting to serve their communities in a time of need. It is also time for consumers who
are becoming more aware of where food comes from—and of the true cost of food—to contribute to
sustainable, resilient food systems that will continue to support our local farms, long after this pandemic
has ended.
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